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Anatomy atlas by the late physician-illustrator. This work has become the top-selling anatomical

atlas in the world. Includes detailed, full-color illustrations and a number of new plates in the Netter

style by Carlos Machado. Previous edition: c1989. Softcover, also available in hardcover. DNLM:

Anatomy--atlases.
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Now in its second edition, this is undoubtedly the best single-volume medical atlas available today,

the only better resource being Netter's classic eight-volume set, published in 13 physical volumes

over 33 years starting in 1959 and originally called CIBA Collection of Medical Illustrations after the

publisher. (The name was changed to Netter's Collection of Medical Illustrations by the new

publisher, Novartis.) Once again, Netter's masterly artwork has been faithfully reproduced, though

the first edition (LJ 12/89) has been updated to reflect current anatomical knowledge and to

incorporate new cross-sectional images to assist in the recognition of current "scanned" images.

Organized by anatomical regions, the illustrations are colorful, easily defined, and clearly labeled,

and the book closes with a very easy-to-use 48-page index. Highly recommended for public and

academic librariesAEric D. Albright, Duke Univ. Medical Ctr. Lib., Durham, NCCopyright 1998 Reed

Business Information, Inc.

If you are going to school for anything in the healthcare field, this is an invaluable resource to get a



clear understanding of the anatomy of the human body. Great illustrations laid out in regions with

cut away drawings of the structures.

This book is the most informative and interacting educational tool you can use. Because as they

color they are constantly saying ang pronouncing the word. This seems to really embed it in their

heads. I would most definitely tell you to pair this with the Atlas On Human Anatomy and The Flash

cards of the same brand. I got this for my niece for Christmas and she takes it to school to do during

recess. Her teacher is amazed at how much she knows at 12. Its never to early or to late to

learn,this coloring book is an essential tool if you plan on doing just that.HIGHLY RECOMMEND.

Currently a life saver in PT school. Netter's attention to details is of the utmost importance. He

places and colors exactly what you need to see. I do not use this as an anatomy book, but as a

supplemental guide. It's mainly for location, but what I have noticed is that once you know the

location of things, you usually can figure out its function. This has helped me tremendously and I will

probably keep it forever, even when I am a clinician. It's hard work learning this stuff so stick your

head into it and Netter's will help a ton.

This anatomy book exceeded my expectations! I have been out of school awhile and was taking a

new position that required being familiar with human anatomy. The pictures, illustrations and

diagrams in this book blew my mind! I mean the pictures are so vivid and clear. I was able to use

this book to be able to see exactly what part of the body that was being described in the

documentation I was reading. I highly recommend this book to anyone if you need a refresher on

human anatomy!

Phenomenal textbook that has a myriad of anatomical diagrams, pictures, and labels. This is a great

reference material during your anatomy lectures and throughout the duration of your medical school.

I unfortunately didn't use it much, because my lectures already had numerous allusions to Netter's

Atlas, but I would definitely recommend it for the visual learners.

I love this book, I use it every day as a Medical student in Gross Anatomy. I bought the international

paperback because its cheaper and NO different from the regular USA version. If you are a medical

student and want the latest Netter's atlas at a lower price. Buy this book now, not after to start the

course but before. Great review for Cadaver lab as well as it has multiple perspectives and some



CT/ Imaging analysis.

Throughout Gross Anatomy I used a number of atlases, including some 3D software, but none can

compare to the Netter Atlas. I would rarely find myself without the image that I needed to illustrate

what I was reading in a text. Each image is beautifully colored with organized labeling. The Netter

Atlas fell short in two areas, however. First, I was a bit disappointed with the number of skull images

available in the text. Yes, you get the timeless color coded illustration of the skull and you also get

fantastic views of the major foramina with a listing of what passes through each of them, but i found

myself having to search the web for many of the structures I needed to know for class because they

were not available in the atlas. Also, i was not very impressed with the Student Consult Access, I

found that the interface was ugly and difficult to navigate. On top of that, i was mistaken in that I

thought I would actually have access to the Netter 3d anatomy software, however there were only

videos of the 3d anatomy software that I did not find very helpful. It almost seemed as if the Student

Consult Access was a marketing afterthought. These flaws aside, I feel that anyone studying

anatomy cannot go wrong by purchasing a Netter Atlas.

I purchased this copy for use during my deployment to Afghanistan. It is minimally changed from the

Hardback copy I bought at the beginning of med school back in 1990, with just a handful of new

images/supplements which enhance the book, but one can never complain about the quality of

images Frank Netter left us. When people stop by the department to borrow it(which is frequent), the

common adjective, "wonderful" is most frequently espoused.Quite simply the best anatomy book I

know of, and as a radiologist, I familiar with many text that don't begin to compare, and at its current

price, a bargin which shouldn't be passed by, as it has a place in every physician's library.
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